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man exüe are mirrored in the rapidly decreasing frequency of Urzidü's contributions, 
cHmaxing in Urzidü terminating his co-operation as of November 1945. His contri-
butions, of which there were 51, appeared until 1941 in German, later in Czech, 
some of them under the pseudonym "Antibarbaros". 

REPRESENTATION OF T H E "REICHSGAU S U D E T E N L A N D " 
A N D O F T H E PROTECTORATE O F BOHEMIA A N D MORAVIA 

IN T H E GERMAN REICHSTAG 

Joachim Lilla 

For the by-elections to the German Reichstag in December 1938, a so-caüed 
"Führer list" was compüed contatiting the election proposals for the Sudeten Ger-
man region and hsting aU 67 officiaUy approved candidates. The first three slots were 
occupied by Adolf Hitier, Konrad Henlein, and Karl Hermann Frank. The remain-
ing 64 parhamentarians were Hsted alphabeticahy. To whom of them the 41 open 
Reichstag seats were aüocated was up to NSDAP floor leader Frick. Remarkably, 
after the founding of the Protectorate of Bohemia and Moravia, the nominees repre-
senting the new administrative body came from the region itself, a principle which 
by then was hardly observed any more in the "Old Reich". 

Reichstag membership appears to have been remarkably atttactive in view of the 
lack of significance of this institution in the period 1939 - 1942. The principál rea-
son for this may bee seen in the fact that with the Reichstag membership came 
worthwhüe financial benefits as weü as a lot of prestige. 

Going by the "Führer list", this contribution presents brief biographies for aü Su-
deten German Reichstag members, including the ones representing the Protectorate. 

CHANGES AHEAD FOR "BOHEMIAN STUDIES" IN GERMANY? 

Robert Luft 

The scientific environment is experiencing changes, with the reskt that traditional 
demarcations between subjects, according to faculty affiliation and methods of re-
search, are disappearing. Regardless whether the subject will continue to exist inde-
pendendy, with several subdivisions, or evolve into something resembhng Bohemian 
area studies, the fact of the ongoing change is enough of a reason to give the inter-
disciphnary study of Bohemian history, culture, and contemporary developments 
some thought, and to attempt to take an inventory along institational Hnes. Only if it 
comes up with fresh approaches and manages to overcome the hitherto dominating 
preoccupation with things exclusively Bohemian, wül Bohemian studies gain atten-
tion in the generál scientific discourse. A way to get there could be projects which 
either devote themselves to phenomena which can rightly be caüed exempláry, or 
have an interdisciplinary, comparative approach. In the framework of the humanities 
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and cultaral and social stadies in Germany, Austtia, and Switzerland Bohemian 
stadies, with its subject which is often dosely related to German developments, 
cokd make a valuable contribution to the elucidation of structares, connections and 
patterns of thought on a European scale. 


